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Content Video Index: Conditional 9 Choose the right answer. Mixed conditional conditions Mixed conditions is a combination of two types of conditional patterns, usually second and third conditional. We can have a third condition in the if paragraph and a second condition in the main point or second condition in the if paragraph and a third condition in the main point. Grammar
charts the second and third terms In the second conditional we use the past in if the position and will/can/can infinitive in the main reservation. It is used to talk about hypothetical situations occurring in the present or the future. If I was rich, I'd buy this house. In the third conditional we use the past perfect in if the position will/can/may have past participation in the main paragraph.
It is used to talk about hypothetical situations that occur in the past. If you had studied more, you would have passed the exam. Mixed conditional is a combination of second and third conditional conditions. Mixed third/second conditional We use this combination to talk about the hypothetical state occurring in the past (third conditional) with the current result (second conditional).
We use the past perfect in if position and will/can/can and infinitive in the main reservation. If I was elected, I'd be president now. If I won the lottery, I'd be rich. I could have got a better job if I hadn't dropped out of school. Mixed second/third conditional We use this combination to talk about the hypothetical state going now (second conditional) with the past result (third conditional).
We use the past in if the position is and will/can/may have past participation in the main reservation. If I were a man, they'd give me a job. If I didn't have that much work, I'd go to the party last night. I'd understand them if I spoke German. Note that in this type of combination, the current condition also existed in the past when the result in the main paragraph took place. Let's look,
for example, at the first sentence: If I were a man, they would give me a job. If I were a man now it would mean that I would also be a man in the past when I was not given a job. As I'm not a person now (which means I wasn't a person when I applied for a job either), I didn't get the job. Page 2 Mixed Conditions - Exercise 1. Carry out suspended sentences. If I had more, I could
win now. If I trained more, I could win now. Conditional exercises with answers and grammatical rules for pre-intermediate and advanced English learners as a foreing language. Mixed conditions In mixed conditional offers we can combine the second and third conditional. If he had done it yesterday, he could have come out now. (He didn't that's not going to come out.) If I worked
hard when I was young, young, won't be poor now. (I didn't work hard and I'm poor.) If we hadn't put on our rain while it was raining, we'd have a bad cold now. (We're wearing raincoats, and we're fine now.) We can also make mixed conditional sentences by changing the order of the word in the if paragraph. If I had booked a holiday on time, I wouln't be sitting at home now. (I don't
book a holiday, and now I'm sitting at home.) top report on this announcement to report this ad - Cram Up - Grammar ... Sometimes unrealistic suspended sentences are mixed. This means that the time in the if-clause is not the same as the time result. Explore the examples below to learn how to mix conventional verb forms, such as native speakers. Verbs in green are in the
present unreal conditional. The verbs in red in the past are unreal conditional. The verbs in purple in the future are unreal conditional. Mixed Conditional Patterns Examples: If I had won the lottery, I would have been rich. If I took French in high school, I would have more jobs. If she was born in the United States, she wouldn't need a visa to work here. Examples: If she had signed
up for a ski trip last week, she would have joined us tomorrow. If Mark got the job instead of Joe, he'd move to Shanghai. If Darren isn't wasted his Christmas gambling bonus in Las Vegas, he'll go to Mexico with us next month. Examples: If I was rich, I would buy the Ferrari we saw yesterday. If Sam had spoken Russian, he would have translated the letter for you. If I didn't have to
work so hard, I'd go to the party last night. Examples: If I didn't have that much time on vacation, I wouldn't be taking you on a cruise to Alaska next week. If Cindy were more creative, the company would send her to New York to work on a new advertising campaign. If Dan wasn't so nice, he wouldn't be teaching you math today. Examples: If I wasn't going on a business trip next
week, I'd be taking this new assignment at work. If my parents hadn't come this weekend, I'd have planned a good trip just for the two of us to Napa Valley. If Donna hadn't made us a big dinner tonight, I'd suggest we go to this nice Italian restaurant. Examples: If I was going to this concert tonight, I would be very excited. If Sandy had given a speech tomorrow, she'd be very
nervous. If Seb hadn't gone to the desert with us, everyone would have been very disappointed. Learn English in Englishpage.com! Englishpage.com! conditionals exercises mixed pdf. conditionals exercises mixed types. conditionals exercises mixed 2 gaps. english conditionals exercises mixed. if conditionals exercises mixed. mixed conditionals exercises advanced. mixed
conditionals exercises advanced level with answers. mixed conditionals exercises upper intermediate
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